
Crease and 
Corruptible NFTs

How Proof of Care (PoC) can radically 
transform the NFT Market



Crease is a new NFT platform that is 
based on the concept of owners of NFTs 
having to perform certain actions to keep 
their NFTs in “mint” condition. 

Introduction



“A thing of beauty is a joy forever...
[only if you take care of it].” 

—John Keats quote with a remix



About Crease

Crease is founded by Dillon Freed. It is based 
on: 

● Corruptible NFTs (cNFT)
● Proof of Care (PoC)
● Difficulty of Care (DoC)



Basic Idea

Crease NFTs
can degrade

Traditional NTFs 
never degrade

This has obvious benefits, but 
owners don’t really form a 
relationship with their NFT.

Crease NFTs degrade unless 
owners take care of their NFTs 
by performing certain actions.



What is Proof of Care? 
Proof of Cares are actions that owners of 
NFTs can enact after purchase of an NFT 
to keep their NFT in mint condition. 

An example might be to give to a charity 
every month, or the NFT file would be 
corrupted. 

Just as an owner of a valuable piece of art 
must keep the work safe, so too must 
owners of Crease NFTs. 



An Example of Proof of Care: Balance Based PoC

Balance: 

An NFT is purchased. A balance of a crypto 
currency could be added to the NFT. And 
then, each hour/day/week/month the 
balance is reduced by a determined 
amount. If the balance is not replenished 
before hitting zero, the NFT would be 
damaged. 



An Example of Proof of Care: New Wallet 

New Wallet PoC: 

An NFT is purchased and the owner 
agrees to each day/week/month send the 
NFT to a new wallet. If this does not take 
place, the NFT is damaged. 



An Example of Proof of Care: Captcha

Captcha: 

An NFT is purchased and the owner 
agrees to, each day/week/month 
complete a captcha. If the captcha is not 
completed, the NFT is corrupted. 



Other Possible Proof of Cares

The possible PoCs are endless and can be creative 
- especially if “offline” PoCs are enabled. 

● Video game scores could be PoCs. (E.g. Get a 
100K score on Tetris to perform your PoC) 

● Run/walk a certain distance each day to 
perform your PoC 

● Complete a quiz to perform your PoC
● And so on...

The potential for PoCs are endless and limited only 
by creativity and the verifiability of the actions. 



Some more thoughts on Proof of Cares

Proof of Cares that are outrageous could draw 
attention to creators and their creations. 

Proof of Cares should be designed to avoid being 
able to easily automate them. 

It’s possible that in some cases, a damaged NFT 
may become damaged in such a way to make an 
NFT more interesting. 



How is the NFT corrupted? 

The NFTs would be corrupted by destroying information in 
the original NFT. For instance, in a jpeg pixels could be made 
to turn black or transparent or random colors. Distortion 
effects could be employed as well (e.g. “glitch” or “liquify” 
techniques). We plan on using a sort of randomizer to 
perform these degradations. Further, if the NFT is a gif or 
video then a frame could be taken out and replaced with 
nothing, or a solid color, or something abstract, or even a 
meme. Types of corruption are only limited by imagination. 



How much of the NFT is destroyed? 

Complete destruction of an NFT would 
result after 20 failures to perform PoC. 



Is there a restoration procedure? 

Yes, in later phases of Crease there would 
be a labor intensive and financially 
intensive means to restore the NFT 
(though the NFT would never return to 
absolutely perfect condition) 



What happens to the original NFT?

The original NFT file would be sent to an 
inaccessible wallet, effectively “burned.” 
Though, of course, people could still 
“view” the original NFT it would no longer 
be the true NFT. The corrupted NFT would 
now be the genuine NFT on the platform. 



What is Difficulty of Care?

Difficulty of Care (DoC) is the idea that the 
purchaser of the NFT can set a difficulty 
level to their Proof of Care. For instance, a 
high level DoC would be to have to 
replenish your balance daily in a balance 
based PoC. A lower level DoC would be to 
replace the balance every 20 days. 



Possible PoC Uses

Trading Cards
Sports cards and comic 
books would very much 

align with the Crease ethos

Arts
Purchasers of artwork can 
demonstrate their love for 

a piece

Gaming
Gaming could use Crease 
(E.g. damage to items can 
be restored through PoC)



Possible Use Cases continued

Print editions
Later editions of a work 
would have a chance to 

gain in value

Digital Pets
Digital pets in which one 

has to keep one’s pet 
healthy could use PoC

Musicians
An album or record could 

use PoC to  promote a 
new artist



Tentative Phases

1st Phase
● Build platform to upload, 

buy, and sell NFTs. 
● Only one PoC - Balance
● Only one level of DoC 
● No Crease coins

2nd Phase
● Build bigger dev team
● Add additional PoCs
● Add additional DoCs
● Plan tokenomics for Crease

3rd Phase
● Release Crease tokens (E.g. 

replace using other tokens 
as balance) 

● Add “offline” PoCs



Building the Community

● Digital Pets
● Marketing/Awareness Campaigns
● YouTube videos
● TikTok/Instagram
● Artist outreach
● And more...



Revenue and Tokenomics

● Crease would collect small fees on 
every transaction 

● Crease coins in later phases (or 
possibly early phases, could be used 
as a “balance” coin) 

● PoCs could be employed to mine 
new Crease coins

● More details coming soon



Other FAQs
Why would anyone use this? 

It is a way to demonstrate that one truly cares for an artwork/trading 
card/etc. The effort a person puts into the NFT would potentially 
increase its value. Lack of care damages NFTs permanently. 

Will all NFTs on Crease use PoC?

NFTs will be activated by the purchaser of the NFT as an option. 
(Creators may also mandate PoC be engaged.) 

Can you move an NFT from one platform to Crease and vice versa? 

If possible, yes we would encourage this ability.. 



Technical Details

Crease will be built on the Polygon network. 

More information to come. 
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